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1.6.1 Explain/Discuss the importance of business reports. 

- A business report presents data and other info about a business for specific readers. 

- A business report makes information available/flow of communication to stakeholders 
about how the business is doing. 

- Senior management rely on business reports to inform them of what each department is 
doing. 

- The business reports are important to guide decision-making in a business.  

- Business reports are also important to the bank who lends money to the business. 
 

1.6.2 Mention/Outline/Explain guidelines on writing an effective business report. 
- Prepare an overview so that essential items are not left out. 

- Write concisely, be brief and get to the point quickly. 

- Use regular language with good grammar and short clear sentences to get the facts 
across. 

- Use visual summaries by using accurate, meaningful visual representation such has 
tables, graphs etc. 

- Edit the report making sure it is free of errors. 

- Get a second opinion to make some suggestions of how it could be improved 

- Business reports must be well written, accurate and reliable 

- Use plain language to prepare business reports 
 

              Discuss steps in report writing 
- Analyse the problem√, prepare a written problem statement to clarify the 

task.√ 
- Anticipate the audience and issues√, it could be distributed to people whom 

it was not intended.√ 

- Prepare a work plan√, start early and allow time for brainstorming and 
preliminary research.√ 

- Do research in order to gather data√ do not depend on the internet.√ 

- Organise, analyse, interpret and illustrate the data√, consider the purpose.√  
- Put together the first draft of the report√, print the first draft and read 

sometime later.√ 

- Revise, proofread and evaluate√, ask a colleague to read the report.√ 
 

1.6.3 Explain the importance, advantages and disadvantages of graphs/diagrams, 
           symbols / pictures. 

(Gr 12 June 2015 Q 3.6.3) 

         Advantages of a graph/diagram  

- Used when information√ needs to be shown in parts.√   

- Graphs are invaluable visual summaries√, as it enhances a better understanding of the 

presentation.√  

- People can easily identify trends with graphs,√ because it clearly show which parts are 

bigger/relative to others.√  

- More visually appealing,√ therefore important facts could be remembered better.√  

- Easier to read√ and keeps the audience attentive.√  

- Useful visual ways to represent data√ to easily see patterns/make comparisons.√  

- Communicates figures much clearer√ than just being a set of numbers.√ 
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        Disadvantages of a graph/diagram 

- Can be confusing√ if they are not simple and clear.√  

- Time consuming√ because it involves cumbersome calculations.√  

- Too many variables√ may make it difficult to read.√  

- Audience can be distracted by graphs√ and not concentrate on the presentation 

itself.√   

- Some graphs may only show the percentage√, but they do not indicate the major 

trends.√  
 

        Advantages of symbols/pictures 

     -  Visual presentation in the form of a symbol or a picture can speak more than a  

        thousand words. 

     -  Can assist to get the audience’s attention and to get a point across. 

     -  More visually appealing, therefore important facts could be remembered better. 

 

       Disadvantages of symbols/pictures 

    -  Not useful if the quality of the symbol/picture is not clear. 

    -  Pictures don’t always copy very well. 

    -  Can be confusing if they are not simple and clear. 

    -  Audience can be distracted by graphs/illustration and not concentrate on the  

       presentation itself. 

(DBE Exemplar Q 2.5) 

       Reasons for using PowerPoint for a presentation  
- A PowerPoint presentation attracts the attention of the audience. √  

- Slides support a presentation√ as main points are highlighted. √  

- The key points of the presentation√ can be summarised.√  

- Text/Graphics/Multimedia can be summarised√ to support a presentation. √  

- Easy to combine√ with sound/video clips.√  

- Video clips provide variety√ and capture the attention of the audience. √  
 
 

1.6.4 Outline/Explain/Discuss factors that must be considered when  preparing for a  
           verbal presentation. 

(DBE Exemplar Q 2.4) 

           Factors to be considered when preparing a verbal presentation 

- Write down the purpose√ and objectives of the presentation.√  

- Capture main aims in the opening statement√ of the presentation. √  

- Information presented should be√ relevant and accurate. √  

- Prepare a rough draft of the presentation√ with a logical structure that includes an 
introduction, body and conclusion. √  

- Consider the people in your audience√. Know them, e.g. language, √  

- Your presentation must have an introduction√ a body and a conclusion.√  

- Create visual aids√ to get the points correct.√  

- Practise the presentation√ or rehearse and time yourself.√  

- Rehearse in front of someone for their opinion√ to fulfil the objective and purpose.√  

- In the conclusion, summarise the key facts √ and how they relate to the objectives/show 
that all aspects have been addressed. √  

- Visit the venue√ and ensure you use visual aids appropriate for the room.√  
 

(Nov 2018 Q 2.5.1) 
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Steps in preparing for a verbal presentation (not in exam guidelines) 

- Write down the purpose √ and objectives of the presentation. √ 

- Consider the people in your audience. √ Know them, e.g. language, √ 
- Your presentation must have introduction√ the body and the conclusion. √  

- Create visual aids √ to get the points correctly. √ 

- Practice the presentation√ or rehearse and time yourself. √  

- Rehearse in front of someone for opinion√ to fulfil the objective and purpose. √  

- Visit the venue √ and ensure visual aids appropriate for the room. √ 
 

1.6.5 Advice businesses on how to prepare for support materials for a 

 presentation. 
(Nov 2018 Q 2.5.2) 

- Use large, clear lettering that is easy to read from an appropriate distance. √√ 

- Never have too much writing on them. √√ 

- Provide visual presentations of statistics in the form of graphs or charts. √√ 
- Contain summaries of what you want to convey and not the whole text. √√ 

- Be colourful and grab attention. √√ 

- Be meaningful and appropriate. √√ 

 
1.6.6 Explain the purpose of audio-visual aids. 
           (any device that uses sound or sight to communicate ideas)  

- To enhance a presentation 

- To create excitement 
- To engage the audience 

- To help the audience to remember the presentation 
 

1.6.7 Identify audio-visual aids from given scenarios/case studies 
1.6.8 Support your answer by quoting from given scenarios/case study 

- data projector 
- interactive whiteboard 
- video conferencing 
- overhead projector 
- handouts 

 

          Types of visual aids  
     -    Tables √  

   -    Graphs.√ 

   -    Diagrams and illustrations√  

   -    Charts√  

(Feb 2016) 
          Advantages of using visual aids in any presentation  

     -   Supports/Emphasises√ the main points of the topic.√  
     -   Helps the audience√ to understand/clarify the topic.√  

     -   Makes a presentation more understanding√ and more memorable.√  
     -   Useful in presenting information to members of the audience who learn best√    

   through visuals.√  

     -   Summarises large amounts of facts√ to keep the presentation short and to the 
         point.√  
     -   Eye-catching visual aids can attract√ the audience/readers attention.√  
 

     -   Conveys key points of a presentation√ e.g. the contact details of the presenter  
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         can be given via hand-outs/business cards√, etc.  

     -   Very useful when presenting financial information√ to management.√  
     -   Stimulates more than one sense of the audience during a presentation, e.g. seeing 
         and hearing√, to attract/keep their attention.√  

     -   Improves the professional quality of the presentation√ when suitable visual aids are  
         used.√  
 

 
1.6.9 Explain factors that must be considered when designing a presentation. 

- Know your audience.√√  

- Presentation should include an introduction, body and conclusion.√√  

- State the aims of the presentation in your introduction.√√  

- Outline the most important information first.√√  

- Use visual aids/tables/graphs/charts/diagrams/pictures effectively.√√ 

- Use suitable section titles/headings, sub-headings and bullets.√√ 

- Summarise key findings/Conclude by indicating how goals were met.√√ 

- Consider external factors, e.g. noisy surroundings, which may influence the 
presentation.√√ 

- Keep to the time limit to prevent boredom.√√ 

- Be well prepared/Research the topic in depth   

- Allow time for feedback/questions.√√  

- Speak clearly and audibly.√√  

- Keep eye-contact with the audience.√√  
 


